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2. Statement of the Problem
A filtering operation establishes relevance for each document by comparing
the document to the user's interest profile. Mapping between documents and
interest profiles, however, can be extremely computationally demanding if the
process requires computations over a high dimensional document space (number of
unique keywords appearing in documents). The document classification component
plays a crucial role in filtering in that it aids in transforming the original high
dimensional document space to a more compact space consisting of a limited
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1. Introduction
Vast amounts of information are available via the Internet and there are
indications that the volume of scholarly information shared across the Internet is
increasing [Okerson, 1995]. Tools such as WAIS, Lycos and Webcrawler have been
developed to allow users to access information, but these tools require the user to be
actively involved in locating that information. With the explosive growth in digital
and non-digital information, however, it has become increasingly difficult to find the
time necessary to search for information.
To meet this challenge, systems are currently being developed that filter
incoming information before it is presented to the user [Fischer & Stevens, 1991;
Kilander, 1995; Maes, 1994]. Information filtering (IF) systems are similar to
information retrieval OR) systems in that they aid in document selection. But, as
Belkin and Croft [1992] point out, an IF system differs from an IR system in that it
assumes a dynamic document base that frequently contains semi-structured or
unstructured items and can increase or decrease as new documents are received or
old documents are discarded. In addition, document selection in an IF system relies
on a long-term user interest profile instead of a search query.
Because the "information space" of a networked user may change in an
unpredictable fashion, the Internet environment is especially suited to the
application of filtering systems. We have developed a filtering system named SIFTER
and have demonstrated that SIFTER can successfully filter typical e-mail documents
generated by Internet listservs and mailing lists. In Mukhopadhyay et al. [1996], we
investigated the influence on the filtering process of various parameters associated
with the user interest profile. In the current work, we are investigating the influence
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